
Anyone that is familiar with crossbows
has certainly heard of Excalibur
Crossbow.  The company is lead by Bill

and Kath Troubridge.  The team has been after
hogs, whitetails and mule deer on many major
television shows.  They always have their
trusty Excalibur crossbow in hand.   So like
many things in archery - the proof is in the
pudding. The team knows that instincts and
hunting knowledge alone will  not take game.
Many times it boils down to gear and familiar-
ity with equipment.  Because they are both
exceptional hunters, they are able to close the
distance on the animals they are after.  Their
shooting prowess, combined with their accu-
racy guaranteed equipment, results in dead
game.  

Recurve style crossbows have a tradition-
al feel that many archers enjoy carrying in the
woods.  I for one like the traditional designs
because of the throwback feeling that the
product provides.  In the woods, no one ever
wants to experience any sort of
product/component failure(s). Having a
product that is reliable is a must. The team at
Excalibur boasts about their product's
dependability in the field, which really sepa-
rates these modern aged products from any-
thing traditional.  That's not to say that all products
from years past were unreliable.  However, the
Excalibur line has undergone extensive testing done by
the owners and field shooters. 

The company over the past several years has paint-
ed a pretty good picture to me of what they are all about
- effective designs.  What I mean by this is the company
develops products around several primary require-
ments: fast/accurate, simple and no-nonsense compo-
nents.   This all seems straightforward, but is  not an
easy feat.  From a design standpoint, I look for things to
be as simple as possible.  For those of us that have a
deep interest in what will or won't work, we usually
have a tendency to feel more comfortable with prod-
ucts that function in the easiest way possible.  However,
first-rate components that function easily can some-
times increase costs. Companies must be cognizant of
price and the impact on sales.  Excalibur has balanced
this last point well, and the Axiom SMF meets an
acceptable quality threshold and maintains a low cost. 

As I mentioned above, Excalibur also has to meet
the crossbow consumer's desire for speed and accura-
cy. Weighing accuracy and speed can be a tough bal-
ancing act.  Fortunately, Excalibur crossbows hit the
fast mark of over 300 fps and with an accuracy guaran-
tee to boot.      

Testing Background
The Excalibur Axiom SMF went through a standard

and regimented performance test. The focus of these
types of tests is to determine, for a specified product, the
performance characteristics.  Additionally, the goal is to
provide those archers that enjoy shooting and/or hunting
with appropriate objective information, as well as some
subjective commentary, for aiding in the purchase
process.  With that said, this evaluation is by no means
conclusive.  Each archer should assess what is important
to him or her and interpret the results within the context
of this article.  As always, I recommend that anyone who is
considering a crossbow shoot as many different makes
and models as possible to determine what best suits their
individual needs and desires.  

Please note: Due to the lack of testing methods and
procedures available for crossbows, testing guidelines
were developed and published in 2009.  These testing
guidelines remain unchanged since 2009, and I continue
to use these methods to evaluate crossbows. 

Introduction
Excalibur is very proud of their new crossbow offering

for 2011.  The company has only slightly deviated from
their tried-and-true designs over the past few years.
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By Jon Teater  

Excalibur Axiom SMF
Contact Info Excalibur Crossbows

www.excaliburcrossbow.com
MSRP $489.99 FFinish
Str ing Mater ial Excel String or

Flemish Dyna Flight String SStock Glass reinforced nylon
Limbs Solid glass composite
Per formance at a Glance

Arrow Speed K.E. Momentum
350 Grains 294.0 67.2 14.7
425 Grains 278.7 73.3 16.9
475 Grains 269.6 76.7 18.3

Realtree Advantage 
Timber
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However, the Axiom SMF includes a major change. The
Axiom SMF is different from the 2010 Axiom as it includes
a black fiber reinforced composite rail, rather than the
machined aluminum rail found on other Excalibur mod-
els.  The rail has a sleek look and the rail lubricant seems
to reside longer while shooting.  In addition, the Axiom
SMF is less expensive than its predecessor.  A price-point
crossbow is what a lot of archers are looking for nowadays,
and I admire the fact that Excalibur was able to draw down
the price on their latest product.  

Excalibur prides itself on the fact that it is a compa-
ny full of crossbow hunters, and the ideas they develop

to build crossbows come directly from their field experi-
ence.  Bill Troubridge has explained to me on several
occasions that they are not a company full of engineers
designing crossbows.  They are experienced archers, and
have practical knowledge on what works in the real
world.  For some companies that put a premium on engi-
neering talent that may be hard to swallow.  In my own
work experience within the defense industry, I have seen
a lot of engineers foul-up specifically because they con-
tinue to focus on revalidation or analysis without true
purpose.  What Bill and team try to achieve is purposeful
change.  Reinventing the wheel and fixing things that
already work well, is not something you should expect to
see from this company.  Any changes that are rolled out
Excalibur's front door are strategically planned and done
as a way to better the product for the customer, not to be
able to make a marketing claim that something is new
and improved.  

The Axiom SMF was provided to me as a kit.  In fact,
the crossbow is sold only as a kit.  The kit includes a mul-

tiplex scope, rings and base, as well as four Firebolt
arrows, four arrow quiver and rope cocking aid.  In addi-
tion, Excalibur provided a flemish DynaFLIGHT string
and crossbow stringer.  I'll provide more details on the
string later.   The crossbow and kit price is included in
the article and is geared toward the budget-minded
archer that wants to enjoy the Excalibur experience.
Please note that there are numerous other accessories
that are recommended by the company and these can be
viewed online.

The crossbow dimensions/weights measured out of
the box: 

Next, the crossbow went through a thorough inspec-
tion.  The review focused on string/cables, eccentrics,
limb and limb pockets, rail, stock, butt plate, trigger
housing, trigger and trigger guard.  After a thorough
review of the Axiom SMF, I only found one minor nick on
the riser (prod).  Other than the mentioned blemish, the
product was flawless.  Overall, I would rate the product
exceptional in the workmanship section.  

Thereafter, I put the product through a 100-150 shot
cycling to verify functionality.  Some minor testing is per-
formed, but the focus is to detect any issues or concerns
with the product before starting the actual performance
testing.  The product had no issues.  I would suggest that
the archer recheck the bolts during the early stages of
shooting.  Sometimes things can loosen because of the
vibration that resonates within the crossbow.  Please
note that the performance results represent the Axiom
SMF tested with an Excel string only.

The crossbow is next evaluated on the five criteria
outlined below: 

Dimensions
Model Tip to Tip 

(inches)
Tip to Tip 

(ful l  draw) 
(inches)

Powerstroke 
(inches)

Overall  
Length 
(inches)

Mass 
Weight 

(including 
scope)

Mass 
Weight 

(without 
scope)

Excalibur Axiom SMF 35.4375 29.25 14.375 37.125 7.2 lbs 6.4 lbs

Precision Test
Provides an indication of how close groups are shot together by shooting from a bench 
rest or other supportive device.

Speed per  inch of Power-Stroke
Provides an indication of the amount of speed output by the crossbow over the distance 
from the full-draw position to the static brace height position.  An assessment is made with 
multiple projectile weights.

Noise Output
Provides an indication of the noise output characteristics of a crossbow at the "point blank" 
range utilizing a series of shots with multiple projectile weights.

Tr igger  Force

Test Category Assessment

Dynamic Eff iciency
Provides an indication of the amount of energy output by a crossbow relative to the energy 
expended through drawing the crossbow back.  An assessment is made with multiple 
projectile weights.

Provides an indication of the amount of force required to discharge a given crossbow.

 Peak Force 189.0 lbs

Stored Energy 112.4 lb-ft

Dynamic Eff iciency 350 grains 59.8 percent

Dynamic Eff iciency 425 grains 65.2 percent

Dynamic Eff iciency 475 grains 68.2 percent

Performance Information
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Detailed Test Results
Dynamic Efficiency: The dynamic efficiency portion

of the test utilizes a Revere Load-Cell controlled by a
winch device; the load-cell connects to the crossbow with
a cocking aid.  The crossbow is mounted in a shooting
platform that controls any movement that might be expe-
rienced as Force-Draw curves are taken.   The stored ener-
gy obtained from the Force-Draw curve, is used in con-
junction with speed measurements to calculate dynamic
efficiency. 

Speed per inch of Powerstroke: Speed measurements
were taken with three projectiles.  A Pact Chronograph XP
and a Competition Electronics Pro-Chrono IR are set in
tandem to record results. The average speed measure-
ment is divided by the powerstroke to determine the
speed per inch of powerstroke. 

Noise Output: Sound measurements were recorded
with three projectiles.  The measurements were averaged
and the sound meter was set to take measurements with
the A-weighted filter (which mimics the human ear).  

Trigger Force: The Trigger Force measurements were
recorded in pounds and averaged.   An Imada Digital
Force Gauge is used to determine the peak Trigger Force.

Precision Measurements: Provides an indication of
how close groups were shot together when shooting by
hand from a bench rest or other supportive device.
Extreme spread is the method used to calculate group
size. 

The Initial Review
The Excalibur Axiom SMF arrived in a fairly small

package.  The product required assembly and mount-
ing of the scope.  All necessary tools and hardware were
provided with the crossbow. The components that
require assembly mated well together, and in no time I
was starting my first phase of shooting.  One item to
mention about these crossbows is that users MUST
read through the manual or watch the DVD that comes
with the product.  There is a ton of
key information that is essential to
the product's maintenance and
functionality.  

The Axiom SMF includes a tag
that announces recurve rules.  The
tag details what consumers want
and are offered with the Axiom SMF.

The crossbow is comprised of fewer moving parts, has no
tuning or timing issues, is lightweight, you can change
string in seconds, are able to un-cock it after the hunt, is
made in North America and includes a lifetime warranty.
These are just several of the statements.  But as I see it,
the mentioned characteristics are the major selling
points.  For those that have little familiarity with
Excalibur crossbows, they are one of the lightest prod-
ucts on the market.  In fact, the Axiom SMF is lighter
than most, if not all, other crossbows.  This light mass
weight is one feature many archers want and need in the
field.

As mentioned earlier in the article, Excalibur recites
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Speed per  inch of Power-Stroke

Noise Output

Tr igger  Force
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Dynamic Eff iciency

 Peak Force 189.0 lbs

Stored Energy 112.4 lb-ft

Dynamic Eff iciency 350 grains 59.8 percent

Dynamic Eff iciency 425 grains 65.2 percent

Dynamic Eff iciency 475 grains 68.2 percent
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Dynamic Eff iciency

 Peak Force 189.0 lbs

Stored Energy 112.4 lb-ft

Dynamic Efficiency 350 grains 59.8 percent

Dynamic Efficiency 425 grains 65.2 percent

Dynamic Efficiency 475 grains 68.2 percent

Performance Information

shot
Weight 
(grains) Chrono 1 Chrono 2 shot

Weight 
(grains) Chrono 1 Chrono 2 shot

Weight 
(grains) Chrono 1 Chrono 2

1 350 294.0 291 1 425 278.6 276 1 475 269.7 267

2 294.0 291 2 278.6 276 2 269.8 267

3 294.0 291 3 278.8 276 3 269.3 267

4 293.9 291 4 278.9 276 4 269.6 267

5 294.1 292 5 278.4 276 5 269.6 267
avg (fps) 294.0 291 avg (fps) 278.7 276 avg (fps) 269.6 267

Speed Information

Weight
350 grains
425 grains
475 grains
Average

Powerstroke 14.375

Speed per  inch of 
Powerstroke (PS)

20.5
19.4
18.8
19.5

Speed Per  Inch of PS

inches

1 1.50
2 1.10
3 1.72
4 1.55
5 2.17
6 1.40
7 1.05
8 1.95
9 1.42

10 1.95
11 2.11
12 1.77
13 1.15
14 1.45
15 1.45

Average Tr igger  
Pull (lbs) 1.58
Distance 
Traveled (inches) 0.362

Trigger Analysis

Weight 
(grains) 350 425 475

Parameter
1 97.2 96.3 96.3
2 96.9 96.4 96.2
3 96.9 96.4 96.6
4 96.9 96.5 96.3
5 97.2 96.3 96.6
6 97.1 96.5 96.2
7 97.1 96.6 96.1
8 97.1 96.6 96.2
9 97.2 96.6 96.3

10 97.1 96.5 96.0

Average 97.1 96.5 96.3

Sound Measurements

96.6

Peak A -Weighted Noise 

Total Avg 
Max (dBA)
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in their advertising campaigns that their products have
high reliability.  Can that be supported by the facts? Well
for one thing, they are producing a recurve style cross-
bow; this inherently will reduce the amount of compo-
nents required for the crossbow to function.  With a
recurve crossbow you require a single string, and no tim-
ing cables.   If there were ever to be a problem with the
product it is more than likely going to be with either the
limbs, string or trigger (including housing) because
those are the only moving parts.  I like knowing my pri-
mary points of failure and this crossbow has few trouble
spots. With that said, routine and religious maintenance
is a must, and making sure to lube the rail and recheck
the torque on the bolts will keep you shooting long and
safe.  

In The Field
As with most of us hunting season is over, and my

ability to take this product out on a hunt is limited.
Regardless, I was able to spend considerable time with
this product at the range.  When you first pick up the
crossbow you will notice that it is lightweight.  The stock
seems quite a bit larger at the forearm and narrows as  it
reaches the butt of the stock. There are multiple friction

points at the locations
around the forearm
and trigger.  These fric-
tion spots are raised
areas on the stock that
have an identical pur-
pose as checking on a
typical rifle stock.  The
rough areas provide

the archer with additional control that is essential for
shooting.  The rail and stock are integrated into one
another. The seamless transition between the compo-
nents fits well with the overall look of the crossbow.  The
trigger housing has the same seamless design, yet is a
separate component.  

As you look toward the front of the crossbow, you will
notice the prod is mounted to the rail by two heavy duty
bolts. The prod consists of several machined areas and
thru-holes.  The prod is somewhat simple and effective
and is designed solely to serve its purpose of supporting
the limbs. The limbs are controlled by the pockets and
retention bolts. The limbs extend far from the rail.  They
flare greatly near the limb tips.  The long limbs are an
important feature for shooting as they help add stability
and reduce roll.

When shooting the product, you would expect a

shot
Weight 
(grains) Chrono 1 Chrono 2 shot

Weight 
(grains) Chrono 1 Chrono 2 shot

Weight 
(grains) Chrono 1 Chrono 2

1 350 294.0 291 1 425 278.6 276 1 475 269.7 267

2 294.0 291 2 278.6 276 2 269.8 267

3 294.0 291 3 278.8 276 3 269.3 267

4 293.9 291 4 278.9 276 4 269.6 267

5 294.1 292 5 278.4 276 5 269.6 267
avg (fps) 294.0 291 avg (fps) 278.7 276 avg (fps) 269.6 267

Speed Information

Weight
350 grains
425 grains
475 grains
Average

Powerstroke 14.375

Speed per  inch of 
Powerstroke (PS)

20.5
19.4
18.8
19.5

Speed Per  Inch of PS

inches

Trigger Pull (lbs)
1 1.50
2 1.10
3 1.72
4 1.55
5 2.17
6 1.40
7 1.05
8 1.95
9 1.42

10 1.95
11 2.11
12 1.77
13 1.15
14 1.45
15 1.45

Average Tr igger  
Pull (lbs) 1.58
Distance 
Traveled (inches) 0.362

Trigger Analysis

Weight 
(grains) 350 425 475

Parameter
1 97.2 96.3 96.3
2 96.9 96.4 96.2
3 96.9 96.4 96.6
4 96.9 96.5 96.3
5 97.2 96.3 96.6
6 97.1 96.5 96.2
7 97.1 96.6 96.1
8 97.1 96.6 96.2
9 97.2 96.6 96.3

10 97.1 96.5 96.0

Average 97.1 96.5 96.3

Sound Measurements

96.6

Peak A -Weighted Noise 

Total Avg 
Max (dBA)

We photographed the trigger force reading on the eighth of 15
shots. The highest and lowest readings were discarded in prepar-
ing the average shown in the chart below.
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bombshell of energy because of the immense amount
of stored energy and the mechanics of a recurve-style
crossbow.  There is a jolt when firing, but it is certainly
not something that will rattle your cage.  As the cross-
bow fires you should see the accuracy guarantee that
Excalibur offers come to life.  If you review the projectile
precision results based on my shooting, you will defi-
nitely be impressed.  

Hot Features
The Axiom SMF is offered with a Flemish

DynaFLIGHT string.  My suggestion is don't pass this
up.  The optional string will increase projectile speeds
and lower noise output.  In addition to sound, Excalibur
offers their new S5 String Shock Sound Suppression
System, which I believe should provide the best bang
for the buck in the vibration department.  The perfor-
mance element that impressed me the most is the trig-
ger.  The pull is amazingly light and trigger travel is brief
and broke over at the right point. I found the light trig-
ger did not take much getting used to, and the only
thing I had to prepare myself for was the timing of the
release.  The results of the precision test prove my com-
fort with the crossbow, which began with the trigger.
The final feature that was already mentioned is the rail.
The composite rail adds immensely to the overall look
of this product.  The Axiom SMF stands out from the
other Excalibur offerings because of this feature and
archers will have a hard time passing it up because of its
unique look. 

The Off-Shoot
As with most products I can find things I did not

feel work well or could be improved upon.  With this
product you have to understand you are dealing with a
recurve crossbow and not a compound crossbow.  So I
will not talk about the physical differences related to
Axiom SMF as compared to the other styles.  There are
performance differences because of styles.  A recurve
limb will normally move more during the propulsion
phase of the shooting sequence.  Any additional move-
ment can and does manifest itself into sound and vibra-
tion.  The performance results reveal my last statement
to be true, and compared to other products I have test-
ed over the years this product is louder.  Still, noise is
something that is tolerated and can be tamed.  

An aspect that I felt harmed my shooting was the
scope.  I did have good group sizes, but I felt my shoot-
ing results could have been even better if the crosshairs
were not chevron (arrow) style.  At longer distances, a
small dot or thin
horizontal line
tends to provide
me with a clearer
point of reference,
taking up less real
estate on the
object I'm shoot-
ing at.  Another

improvement I'd like to see the company consider is an
automatic anti-dry fire feature.  I believe many archers
need such a feature and could potentially decrease any
returns they experienced from consumer mishandling.
In general, there are few negatives about this product
and I think Excalibur is continuing to look at what their
users need and address those changes as necessary. 

Overview
Excalibur has done a good job improving a product

that in my eyes was very good to start.  The Axiom SMF
will be a top selling price-point crossbow from this com-
pany.  Archers should enjoy the product and do not have
to worry about sacrificing quality for low cost.  The com-
pany identifies that the quality of this product is compa-
rable to their top-of-the-line offerings, which should
make the archer feel even more content with their pur-
chase.  The product proved itself in my test and had no
failures at any stage.  Be sure to offer an opportunity to
hold and potentially shoot the Axiom SMF if able. The
features mentioned and offered (i.e. weight) may sell the
product alone. 

Special Thanks:  I would like to thank the manufac-
turer and sponsors who supported this event; without
them and their support, this evaluation would never
have been possible.

Scorpion Venom Archery Lubricants provided wax,
lubricants and crossbow rail lube.  The rail lube is used
exclusively during my testing. The rail lube is stated to
have the ability to increase speeds upward to 1-2 fps.  

BCY Fibers is a premier supplier of bowstring and
serving material.  They make a premier rope that I use in
my drawing device that works excellent and is very resis-
tant to abrasive materials and has good tensile strength.  
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Model/ 
Brand

Arrow 
Weight

Distance 
(yards)

Spread 1 
(inches)

Spread 2 
(inches)

Average 
(inches)

Projectile Precision

1.749

Shooting by Hand

Shooting By Hand Firebolt 417 40 1.620 1.878

Easton Pwr 
Bolt 446 40 2.083 1.257 1.670
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